SKETCH OF INTERIOR OF BKS LOOKING DOWN
BOTTOM TIER OF BUNK DUPLICATED TOP

LEGEND

A SLEEPING BAYS- FOR 1 INDIVIDUAL SLEEP
B LADDERS (14) IN EACH BAY
C SHALLOW CEMENT FLOOR
D MESS TABLES (2) TO A BAY (24) TO
E SLIDING WINDOW TO A BAY (24) TO
F WOODEN SHELVES-RUN LENGTH AND WIDTH FOR CLOTHING
G STACKED BLANKETS

1 SECTION

1 SECTION

CENTER AISLE PASSAGeway

SWINGING DOORS AT BOTH ENDS OF BUILDING

BARRACKS-SIDE
A ROOF OF SHINGLES
B SLIDING WINDOWS BOTH SIDES OF
C SWING IN DOORS ENDS OF BUILDING
LAYOUT OF THE MITSUSHIMA
POW CAMP

SCALE ¼" = 6' (ORIGINAL)